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In Ekegusii, a Kenyan Bantu language, certain synchronic data are argued to motivate a diachronic process of metathesis which is shown to affect two consonants, the first of which must be a voiced velar, over an intervening vowel. It is further shown that this process only occurs if there is a labial consonant which follows the voiced velar somewhere in the word. In some cases the voicing of the velar which undergoes metathesis is derived by a historical voicing dissimilation rule known as Dahl’s law. However, this process appears to have applied in some reflexes of *kVp, but not others. While it is well known that primary place of articulation considerations often help to determine which consonants can undergo or trigger Dahl’s law, it is argued here that to explain which *kVp sequences undergo Dahl’s law and which don’t, the secondary place of articulation of a consonant can also play a role.

1. Introduction

Ekegusii is a Bantu language (Guthrie E-42) spoken by some one and a half million speakers in and around the city of Kisii in southwestern Kenya. I will present data which I will argue is best accounted for by positing a diachronic process of metathesis. Unlike many instances of metathesis which affect two adjacent sounds, the metathesis in Ekegusii operates over a vowel, i.e., it changes certain C_1VC_2 sequences into C_2VC_1. The description of this process and its relation to other historical sound changes, particularly Dahl’s law, will be the central focus of this paper.

2. Background and presentation of data to be accounted for

The classification of Ekegusii according to Guthrie 1967 is given in (1). Its classification according to Ethnologue and Nurse 1979) is given in (2) and (3) respectively. (Subgroup names are in SMALL CAPS.)

(1) Guthrie’s Zone E

Nyoro-Ganda: Nyoro (E.11), Tooro (E.12), Nyankore (E.13), Ruciga (E.14),
Haya-Jita: Kinyambo (E.21), Haya (E.22), Jinja (E.23), Kerewe (E.24), Jita (E.25)
Masamba-Luhya: Masaba, Gisu, Bukusu (E.31), Luhya, Hanga (E.32),
Nyore (E.33), Saamia (E.34), Nyuli (E.35)
Ragoli-Kuria: Ekegusii (E.42), Logooli (E.41), Kuria (E.43), Zanaki (E.44), Nata (E.45), Sonjo (E.46)
Kikuyu-Kamba: Kikuyu (E.51), Embu (E.52), Meru (E.53), Tharaka (E.54), Kamba (E.55), Daiso/Segeju (E.56)
Chaga: Rwo (E.61), Chaga, Hai, Wunjo, Rombo (E.62), Rusha (E.63), Kahe (E.64), Gweno (E.65)
Nyika-Taita: Pokomo (E.71), Nyika, Giryama, Kauma, Conyi, Duruma, Rabai (E.72), Digo (E.73), Taita (E.74)

(2) Ethnologue’s Central Zone “E” (follows Guthrie 1971)
Kuria (largely E.40): Ekegusii, Ikizu, Ikoma, Kabwa, Kuria, Nkurimi, Sikazi, Sonjo, Suba, Ware, Zanaki
Kikuyu-Kamba (largely E.50): Meru, Mhaiso, Embu, Gikuyu, Kamba
Chaga (largely E.60): Chaga, Gweno, Kahe, Mosi, Rusha, Rwo
Nyika (largely E.70): Chonyi, Digo, Duruma, Giryama, Malakote, Pokomo, Sagalla, Taita

(3) Lacustrine

Luhya
N. Luyia: Saamia (E.34), Masaaba (E.31)
S. Luyia: Isuxa, Logooli (E.41)

East Nyanza/Suguti
Suguti: Jita (E.25), Kwaya (E.25), Ruri, Tegi

East Nyanza
Ekegusii (E.42)
Kuria (E.43), Zanaki (E.44), Nata (E.45), Nkurimi, Shashi

Inter-Lacustrine

North Nyanza: Ganda (E.15), Soga (E.16), Swere
Rutara: Nyoro (E.11), Tooro (E.12), Chiga (E.14), Nyankore (E.13), Haya (E.22), Zinza (E.23), Nyambo (E.21), Kerewe (E.24)
Western Highlands: Rundi (D.62), Rwanda (D.61), Ha (D.66), Vinza (D.65), Hagaza (D.65), Shubi (D.64)

The (phonemic) consonant and vowel inventories of Ekegusii are given in (4) and (5) respectively.

(4) t k
    b d g
    ś
    s
    m n ŋ

(5) i u
    e o
    ɛ a
Synchronously, the three voiced stops [b,d,g] all alternate regularly with [β, r, y] respectively, the former found after a nasal, while the latter are found word-initially or post-vocally.¹

(6) a. ʃ-rɔ-ɓeɛ̃rɛ  ‘breast’
   chif-мон-ɓeɛ̃rɛ  ‘breasts’
b. ʃ-kɔ-roɔt-à  ‘dream’ (v)
   chif-n-dɔɔt-ɔ  ‘dream’ (n)
c. ʊ-ro-ŋyũnčhárá  ‘horn’
   chif-ŋ-gũnčhárá  ‘horns’

The Proto-Bantu segment inventory given by Guthrie 1967 is listed in (7) and (8) for consonants and vowels respectively.² (Modern Ekegusii reflexes, where they uniformly differ from the proto-sounds, are shown to the right.)

(7)  
* p > Ø  * t  * k  
* b  * d  * g  
  * c > s  
  * j > ɔ  
* y  
  * m  * n  * ŋ

(8)  
* j > i  * ŋ > u  
* i > ɛ  * u > o  
* ɛ > e  * o > ɔ  
* a

Examples of the historical sound changes are given for vowels and consonants in (9) and (10)) respectively.

(9)  
**SOUND CHANGE**  
  * j > i  ée-n-gi ‘fly’ < *gi; á-ma-riβà ‘pool’ < *dibaba  
  * i > e  ɔ-βò-ɓe ‘evil’ < *bi; é-γè-te ‘stick’ < *tí  
  * e > ɔ  ʃ-kɔ-γëнд-à ‘go’ < *gënd; á-ma-ɓeɛ̃rɛ ‘milk’ < *bèédè  
  * ŋ > u  rí-ɓú ‘ashes’ < *bú; ɔ-kò-rûm-à ‘roar’ < *dûm  
  * u > o  ɔ-kò-γòrò ‘foot’ < *gûdù; é-ngòmà ‘wound’ < *gùmà  
  * o > ɔ  ʃ-kɔ-roɔt-à ‘dream’ < *dòðí; rí-riβà ‘soil’ < *dòbà  
  * a > a  á-ma-riβà ‘pool’ < *dibaba; é-ngòmà ‘wound’ < *gùmà

(10) * p > Ø  ʃ-kɔ-ɛr-à ‘be finished’ < *pëd; á-ma-ɛmba ‘sorghum’ < *pëmbà  
    * t > t  ʃ-kɔ-roɔt-à ‘dream’ < *dòðí; é-γè-te ‘stick’ < *tí  
    * k > k  ô-mò-kerà ‘tail’ < *kidà; ô-βò-tûkò ‘night’ < *tûkù  
    * b > b/N _ é-m-ɓèɓà ‘rat’ < *bibà  
    * b > β (elsewh.) á-ma-riβà ‘pool’ < *dibaba; á-ma-ɓeɛ̃rɛ ‘milk’ < *bèédè  
    * d > d/N _ ée-n-dà ‘stomach’ < *dà;  
    * d > r (elsewh.) ʃ-kɔ-roɔt-à ‘dream’ < *dòðí
Let us now consider the forms for which I will argue that metathesis has applied historically. All the forms thus far discovered which exhibit this are given in (11).

(11) a. ò-kò-bàyà ‘divide’ < *gàb-a
   ~ ò-kò-γàbà

b. mà-ròγòbà ‘evening’ < *gòdòbà
   ~ mà-γòròbà

c. é-kí-òyè ‘eyelash’ < *kòpè

d. ri-‘úyà ‘bone’ < *kùpà

In (11a-b) the initial *gVC sequence has become CVγ in an apparent metathesizing of the two consonants over the intervening vowel. I note here that while all three of my consultants use the forms whose roots begin with β and r, respectively, two of the three state that they have heard the form where the root begins with a γ and find it acceptable. Both felt this might be a dialectal difference.3 In (11c-d) the *kVp sequence has become Vγ. (There is no variant pronunciation of these forms.) I will show below that some type of metathesis must be involved with these forms as well, since *k has k and γ reflexes in Ekegusii, but not ∅, and *p deletes in this environment.

3. Motivating metathesis

Let us first consider the forms in (11a-b). The first thing which should be pointed out is that Ekegusii is the only Bantu language of which I am aware where these forms exhibit a diachronic metathesis with respect to the Proto-Bantu forms. Given this fact and the variable pronunciation of (11a-b) we infer that in historical terms, this process is probably a relatively recent one. The following show the reflexes of these Proto-Bantu forms in languages fairly closely related to Ekegusii. None of them exhibit the metathesis evident in the forms in (11).4

(12) *gàb ‘divide’
a. gaβ Nyoro (E.11), Nyankore (E.13)
b. yay Kikuyu (E.51)
c. gaβor Logori (E.41)
d. gab Luganda (E.15) ‘give away, divide’ (Murphy 1972)
e. kaβ Bukusu (E.31) (Mutonyi p.c.)
f. gabanya Kirundi (D.62) (Stevick 1965)
g. ɣaβ̃ Kikuria (E.43) (Muniko 1996)

(13) *gòdòbà ‘evening’
   a. umu-goro̱a Kirundi (D.62)
   b. irl-golo̱e Luhya (E.32a)(< *-gòdòbè)
   c. eggulo Luganda (E.15) (<*gùdò)
   d. aa-kolo̱o̱a Bukusu (E.31) (Mutonyi p.c.)
   e. omo-goro:ba Kikuria (E.43) (Muniko 1996)

In (11a-b) the root-initial voiced velar of the proto-form has apparently metathesized with the following *b or *d over an intervening vowel. It is clear, however, that not all *gVb and *gVd forms have reflexes exhibiting metathesis. Ekegusii forms with a root-initial g which do not metathesize with a following b or r (< *d) are shown in (14a-c):

(14) a. é-n-guβ̃ ‘shield’ *gùbà
e-n-gòβ̃ *gùbò
e-n-guβ̃ *hippo’ *gùbû
   b. é-n-gòβ̃ *gòβ̃
   c. é-n-gòβ̃ *gòβ̃
   d. iγòrò ‘yesterday’ *gòdò
   e. ó-kò-γòrò ‘foot’ *gùdû
   f. ó-kò-γòrò ‘buy’ *gùdà

One obvious difference between (11a) and (14a) is that the reflex of root-initial *g in (11a) is preceded by a vowel whereas in a) it is preceded by a consonant. (11b) is distinguished from the forms in (14b) in the same way. It is less clear how to distinguish (11b) from the forms in (14c) where no metathesis occurs, especially as we compare (11b) mà-γòβ̃ (< *gòdòbà) to iγòrò ‘yesterday’ (<*gòdò). The generalization about what distinguishes (11a-b) from the forms in (14a-c) seems to be that the forms in (11a-b) have a *g which is 1: preceded by a V, and 2: followed later in the word by a *b, as illustrated schematically below.

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
V & g & V & \{Cxb
b & \}
\
1 & 2 & 3 & 4
\end{array}
\]

We refine the formalization of this below.

Let us now turn to the forms in (11c-d), repeated below.5

(16) c. é-ki-γỹè ‘eyelash’ < *kópê
d. ri-úyá ‘bone’ < *kúpà

The Proto-Bantu words have the form *kV₁pV₂ which is realized in modern Ekegusii as V₁V₂V₁. Again, closely related languages show no metathesis of the reflexes of these two proto-forms.
(17) *kopé ‘eyelash’
   a. ĕ-gōbē Kamba (E.55)
   b. olō-gōhe Logooli (E.41)
   c. lu-kōbe Giryama (E.71)
   d. lu-goh he Sukuma (F.21)
   e. ë-gōhe Taita (E.14d)
   f. oru-kohi Nyoro (E.11) (<*koppl)
   g. or-gohe Nyankore (E.13) (<*koppl)
   h. olu-gójye Jita (E.25) (Downing 1989)
   i. ru-kobē Kikuyu (E.51) ‘eyelid’ (Benson 1964)
   j. eki-kowe Luganda (E.15) ‘eyelid’
   k. iki-gohe Kirundi (D.62) ‘eyelid’
   l. ᵏe-gōhelogoori(E.41) ‘eyebrow’
   m. oro-kōbe Kikuria (E.43) (Muniko 1996)

(18) *kupà ‘bone’
   a. i-fwao Hai (E.62)
   b. i-gufa Nyoro (E.11)
   c. i-guha Sukuma (F.21)
   d. li-gufwa Jita (E.25) (Downing 1989)
   e. j-gufa Kirundi (D.62) (Stevick 1965)
   f. m-fuβa Digo (E.73), Segeju (E.56) (Hinnebusch & Nurse 1993)
   g. iri-yuha Kikuria (E.43) (Muniko 1996)

(Note that k → f/ _ ū is a regular historical process in Hai, Digo and Segeju.)

Let us begin by considering the reflexes of *p in Ekegusii. There is ample
evidence that the modern Ekegusii reflex of *p is ∅ in nearly every environment.
We see examples of this below, both in cases where *p is stem-initial (19a) and
stem-final (19b).6

(19) a. 5-ká-ér-á ‘to be finished’ *péd-a
   á-má-ɛmbá ‘sorghum’ *pɛmbá
   á-má-irá ‘pus’ *púdà
   rfi-uró ‘foam’ *púdù
   é-ünkó ‘mole’ *púkò
   ó-mó-ûkò ‘blind person’ *pókù
   rfi-ótement ‘wound’ *pútê
   ó-γò-àk-à ‘to rub’ *pàk-a
   ó-go-ik-à ‘arrive’ *jik-a
   ó-go-ét-à ‘pass’ *pìt-a

   b. 5-ká-bó-á ‘bind’ *bóp-a
   ó-mó-kía ‘vein’ *kipà
   5-γó-kék-à ‘be small’ *kéèp-a
   5-kó-rèk-à ‘be deep’ *dèèp-a
   ó-gó-túù̱ ‘be blunt’ *túùp-a
   ó-kò-iórà ‘take off fire’ *yjipud-a
Before a sequence of *iV or *jV, *p becomes a voiced palatal fricative as seen in (20). (Cf. Digo igi-su, Giryma ki-šu for ‘knife’ and Nyankore -sy-, Rundi -šý- for ‘be burnt’.)

(20) a. ő-kò-ży-á  ‘be burnt’  *pí-a
b. ő-mò-żyó  ‘knife’  *pjú

In these forms I assume that *i glided before a following vowel and that the *p became ż before y.

After a nasal, *p sometimes became *b and sometimes deleted.

(21) a. éè-m-bèò  ‘wind’  *ny-pépéò
b. é’-ny-iyó  ‘kidney’  *ny-píję
é-ny-ilimbó  ‘stick’  *ny-pímbò

I would like to propose that the difference between the retention versus the deletion of the bilabial stop is conditioned by the following vowel. In a variety of related languages where the reflex of *p is generally Ø, it mutates rather than deletes before *j (and *y). This is true, e.g., in Meru, Hai, and Sagala among others (Guthrie 1967). To account for (21b) I assume that in Ekegusii *p became ż before both y (cf. (20a)) and j. Subsequently, ż lost its frication after a nasal, nž becoming ny (and then perhaps [nī]). (E.g., *ny-píją ‘kidney’ > nžjyó > nyíjó.) Remaining ż’s disappeared, except before a glide, as attested synchronically in (20). (E.g., *pjók-a ‘arrive’ > żik-á > ūk-a; but *pjó-a ‘burn’ > py-á > ży-a.) In the case of (21a), like many neighboring languages, Ekegusii *mp sequences become mb (Cf. Logoori, Hanga, Kamba among others; Guthrie 1967)). Of course, given the above proposal, this post-nasal voicing neutralization would occur after *p > ż.⁷

There is a single somewhat anomalous case where *p appears to have a γ reflex in modern Ekegusii.

(22) ō-mw-iljwà  ‘nephew’  *yjpúá

After the process which turns the *u to w (conditioned by the following vowel), the form in (22) could be accounted for by a rule which changes *p to g (> y) before w, as given below.⁸

(23) *p → g / — w

In other related languages, the presence of a derived glide also conditions a different reflex of *p than the one normally found elsewhere. For instance, Kikruia is similar to Ekegusii in that *p is realized as h, however in this form the velar is found, unvwiýwa. In Logoori, the reflex of *p is generally h, however before a glide we find φ (*yjpúá > φmwiφwa ‘uncle’). However one ultimately formalizes this process, it doesn’t seem possible to formulate it such that it would account for a change from *p to y in the forms in (11c-d). First, this wouldn’t account for the absence of the root-initial velar, and second, it does not seem possible to formulate a trigger for this change in (11c-d) while still accounting for the deletion of *p in similar environments, as seen in (19b).
Let us now briefly consider the fate of *p in closely related languages. These are given below.

(24)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Nyankore (E.13)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>Luganda (E.15)</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>Kerewe (E.24)</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>Hanga (E.32)</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>Lagoori (E.41)</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EKEGUSI (E.42)</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kikuria (E.43)</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nata (E.45)</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.</td>
<td>Kikuyu (E.51)</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Embu (E.52)</td>
<td>β</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meru (E.53)</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kamba (E.55)</td>
<td>β</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daiso (E.56)</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f.</td>
<td>Rwo (E.61)</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hai (E.62)</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kahe (E.64)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gweno (E.65)</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g.</td>
<td>Pokomo (E.71)</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Girayama (E.72)</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kauma (E.72)</td>
<td>β</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taita (E.74)</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sagala (E.74)</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A possible scenario of historical changes of *p which would account for the vast majority of these reflexes is given in (25).

(25)  
*p → φ  
\[ h \rightarrow \emptyset \]
\[ β \]

Whatever the exact changes were, it seems quite likely that *p eventually became some sort of fricative, ultimately h, as a shared innovation involving Ekegusii and closely related languages. This was then followed by a wholesale loss of that fricative in Ekegusii. It is unclear whether the loss of the fricative in Meru, Daiso and others was a shared innovation or (and perhaps more likely) whether this happened independently in several languages. To conclude this point, if the change from *p to h is a shared innovation with closely related languages, but metathesis is not (as it is found only in Ekegusii), then we hypothesize that *p > h preceded metathesis. We return to this below.

Let us now turn to the realization of *k in (11c-d). Since we have fairly good evidence of some type of metathesis process operating in (11a-b), let us consider the possibility that some type of metathesis process involving *k is also
at work in (11c-d). Ordering h (< *p) deletion sequentially with some sort of metathesis yields two possibilities, both yielding the same output, as outlined below.

(26)  *kópé  *kúpá  Proto-form  
kópé  kúpá  Vowel and Tonal (V&T) changes  
kóhé  kúhá  *p > h  
kóé  kúá  h > Ø  
śké  úká  Metathesis of k and V

(27)  *kópé  *kúpá  Proto-form  
kópé  kúpá  V&T-changes  
kóhé  kúhá  *p > h  
hóké  húká  Metathesis of h and k  
śké  úká  h > Ø

In order to achieve the attested VCV output of (11c-d), in ) the metathesis process would need to affect the k and the following > or u, while in ) it would affect the two consonants (over an intervening vowel), as it seems to do in (11a-b).

4.  Dahl’s law

The first thing we note about the scenario presented in (27) is that both orderings yield a form in which the velar is voiceless, whereas in the modern Ekegusi form it is voiced. That there is no general process which would voice a velar between vowels can be seen in the following.

(28)  ó-kó-rók-á  ‘to vomit’  *rúk-a  
ě-e-n-čóké  ‘bee’  *júkí  
ó-þó-táká  ‘poverty’  *táká

How, then, did the velar become voiced? The analysis we will pursue here is that the voicing is a result of a well known voicing process which occurred in certain Bantu languages (confined to the northwest corner of the Bantu speaking area) known as Dahl’s law. Dahl’s law is the name of a dissimilatory process which, in its most general form, voices the first of two voiceless obstruents (which, of course, are always separated by an intervening vowel). According to Guthrie 1967, languages which show some effects of Dahl’s law are found within his Zone’s E20-E50, F20 and G60.

Bennett 1967, Davy & Nurse 1982 and others have clearly demonstrated that languages vary a great deal as to which particular consonants undergo the rule, which consonants trigger the rule, and how the rule effects multiple targets within the same word. Languages also differ as to whether there is any evidence that the rule is operative synchronically. According to Guthrie 1967, languages in which *p, *t, and *k were historically affected include Logooli (E.41), Luyha (E.32), Kerebe (E.24) and Sukuma (F.21). In other languages, a smaller subset of sounds was affected. Only *p and *t are affected in Hehe (G.62), only *p is affected in Kinga (G.65), and only *k is affected in Kikuyu (E.51) and Embu.
In Ekegusii, there is robust evidence that Dahl’s law affected *k diachronically.

(29) 5-kɔ-yɛs-à  ‘harvest’ *kɛc-a
ɔ-kɔ-yɔt-à  ‘be old’ *kɔt-a
ɔ-kɔ-ywààt-à  ‘hold’ *kùàt-a ‘sieze’
á-mà-yókò  ‘crust’ *kòkò
ɔ-mò-yáàkà  ‘old man’ *kàakà ‘grandfather’

That this voicing process was triggered by a following voiceless consonant and did not apply across the board historically to root-initial velars can be seen below.

(30) ó-bɔ-kímá  ‘porridge’ *kìmà
rù-kòjù  ‘navel’ *kùjù
5-bɔ-kómbè  ‘hoe’ *kómbè
6-yò-kám-à  ‘to milk’ *kám-a

This process is still quite productive in the synchronic phonology of Ekegusii as exemplified by the class 15 prefix /ko-/ in the forms below.

(31) a. 5-kò-rɔɔt-à  ‘dream’ (v)
ɔ-kò-yòrò  ‘foot’
ɔ-kò-nyw-à  ‘drink’
b. ó-yò-kànà-à  ‘deny’
ó-yò-túùà  ‘be blunt’
6-yɔ-sèkà  ‘laugh’

Dahl’s law did not affect *p, *t or *c in Ekegusii, as seen below.

(32) a. ó-yò-àk-à  ‘rub’ *pàk-a
ó-gò-ik-à  ‘arrive’ *pjùk-a
ó-gò-ét-à  ‘pass’ *pjùt-a
b. ó-yò-tàkùnà  ‘chew’ *tàkun
ó-yò-twèkà  ‘put up’ *tùk-a
ó-bò-tàkà  ‘soil’ *tàkà

c. ó-yò-sèkà  ‘laugh’ *cèk-a

Assuming, then, that *k became voiced through Dahl’s law in (11b-c), let us reconsider the historical derivations in ) and ) with an eye to ordering Dahl’s law among the other historical processes. In order to insure that the *k of c-d) is voiced, Dahl’s law must apply before both *h-Deletion and Metathesis. If *h-Deletion applied before Dahl’s law, the trigger of Dahl’s law would be lost.

(33) *kòpè  *kùpà  Proto-form
kòpè  kùpà  V&T-changes
kóhè  kùhà  *p > h
kè  kùá  h > Ø
—  —  Dahl’s law
*₅kè  *úkà  Metathesis of k and V
If metathesis applied before Dahl’s law, it would be the h (< *p) (instead of the *k) which was the target of voicing.

(34) *kópé *kúpā Proto-form
    kópé kúpá V&T-changes
    kóhē kúhā *p > h
    hókē húkā Metathesis of h and k
    fōkē fúkā Dahl’s law\textsuperscript{10}
    *skē *úkā h/fi > Ø

That Dahl’s law must apply before both *h-Deletion and Metathesis, then, accords with the fact that both h-Deletion and Metathesis seem to be relatively recent innovations, not being shared with related languages, whereas Dahl’s law is a shared innovation of quite a number of languages. Let us now consider the ordering of *p > h. As this was a shared innovation, let us assume that it is ordered before metathesis (as well as h-deletion, of course). The remaining question is how it is ordered with respect to Dahl’s law. Both possible ordering yield the same output as shown below.

(35) *kópé *kúpā Proto-form
    kópé kúpá V&T-changes
    kóhē kúhā *p > h
    yóhē yúhā Dahl’s law

(36) *kópé *kúpā Proto-form
    kópé kúpá V&T-changes
    yópé yúpā Dahl’s law
    yóhē yúhā *p > h

After the application of Dahl’s law and *p > h, metathesis and *h-deletion will apply. The correct modern-day forms can be generated with either ordering, although what metathesizes is different in each case as shown below.

(37) yóhē yúhā Result of Dahl’s law and *p > h
    hóyē húyā Metathesis of g and h
    óye ‘úyā *h > Ø

(38) yóhē yúhā Result of Dahl’s law and *p > h
    yóé yúá *h > Ø
    óye ‘úyá Metathesis of g and following V

There are two reasons to think that the best analysis is the one in (37). First, metathesis of two consonants over a vowel parallels what is going on in (11a,b) where no CV metathesis analysis is possible. The second reason is the existence of forms such as the one in (39), where *g does not metathesize with a following V.

(39) ò-kò-γwà ‘fall’ *gù-a
5. Providing a formal account

We note here that not all *k ... p sequences metathesize. Those that do not are listed in ).

(40) a. ó-mù-kià `vein' *kjìà
     b. ̀-yì-kê-kà `be small' *kèèp-a

These forms, where the root-initial *k does not get voiced, contrast minimally with the forms in (11c-d) where we assume Dahl's law has applied, and therefore preclude an analysis where, e.g., every *kVp undergoes Dahl's law becoming gVp which would feed p > h and metathesis yielding hVg which becomes Vg after h-deletion. Such a scenario is not possible due to the fact that the initial voiceless velar undergoes Dahl's law in (11c-d), but not in (40a-b). How can this be accounted for?

I will now present and evaluate four possible analyses which account for the differing behavior of (11c-d) with respect to (40a-b), ultimately adopting the final one. I will suggest that it is the quality of the vowel between the two consonants (specifically roundness) which plays a role in differing behavior of the two sets of forms.

First, one could assume that *p (> h) did not trigger Dahl's law in Ekegusii at all (i.e., Dahl's law would only be triggered by the reflexes of *t, *k and *c). This would directly account for the forms in (40). However, another explanation for the voicing of *k in (11c-d) would then have to be found. Yet it is unclear how this could be accomplished short of combining the voicing *k in these cases with the already unusual metathesis process. The likelihood and phonetic plausibility of this scenario must be compared with alternatives to be presented below.

The second and third possible analyses directly exploit the difference in the vowels which occur in (11c-d) as opposed to those in (40). Specifically, the former are back rounded vowels while the latter are front unrounded vowels. In the second possible analysis, *p triggers Dahl's law only when the intervening vowel is a rounded (or alternatively back) vowel. This would explain why *k voices in (11c-d), but not in (40). Metathesis would then only apply when y (as opposed to k) is the first consonant.

(41) *kòpè  *kúpà  *kjìà  *kèèp-a  Proto-form
     kòpè  kúpà  kjìà  kèèpà  V&T-changes
     kòhè  kúhà  kìhà  kèèhà  *p > h
     ӯìhè  ӯìhà  —  —  Dahl's law
     hòyè  hùyà  —  —  Metathesis
     ӯyè  ūyà  kìà  kèèà  h-deletion

However, we must now ask whether it is possible to maintain this second hypothesis on comparative grounds. Are there other languages affected by Dahl's law where under certain circumstances *p (or a reflex) is not an automatic trigger? Let us consider three languages in this regard (as described by Guthrie 1967-70:1) Logoori (E.41) where *p, *t, and *k are targets, 2) Kikuyu (E.51)
where, like Ekegusii *k is the only target, and 3) Hanga (E.32) where *p and *k are targets.

In Logoori we find that *p triggers Dahl’s law for *p, *t, and *k, as shown in 42.

(42) a. βéh ‘wipe’ *píp
b. ọ̀bo-dëhẹ ‘mud’ *tọpẹ
c. ọ̀lo-gëhẹ ‘eyelash’ *kọpẹ

In Kikuyu, we find that while *k voices when the following consonant is *t, *c or *k, it fails to voice before *p.12

(43) a. mo-yate ‘bread’ *kàtè
eyee ‘put across’ *kík
yèd ‘harvest’ *kèc
b. mo-kiha ‘vein’ *kipà
kùhe ‘short’ *kùpí

In Hanga, we find that *p triggers Dahl’s law for *p, but not for *k.

(44) a. olu-βaha ‘wing’ *pàpà
b. ikwáha ‘armpit’ *kù-ápà

We see, then, that while *p behaves regularly with the other voiceless obstruents in triggering Dahl’s law in some languages (e.g., Logoori), there are certainly cases where *p acts exceptionally in not triggering Dahl’s law, in contrast to the other voiceless obstruents which do trigger it (e.g., Kikuyu). In the one case where *p sometimes triggers this process and sometimes does not, the determining factor is the place of articulation of the target consonant, and not the intervening vowel. Thus, while this second analysis, where Dahl’s law applies over certain vowels, but not others, makes the correct predictions in Ekegusii, it finds no precedent elsewhere in Bantu.

This brings us to the third possible analysis, in which the backness (or roundness) of the vowel does not figure in triggering Dahl’s law directly, but rather figures in the process in which h (< *p) is deleted. Specifically, one way to account for the facts is to assume that not all h’s were deleted simultaneously, but rather that h’s were deleted in two stages. The first, preceding both Dahl’s law and metathesis, would only delete h’s after front (or alternatively unrounded) vowels. The second rule, following Dahl’s law and metathesis, would delete all remaining h’s. This is illustrated below.13

(45) *kọpẹ *kùpà *kìpà *kéép-a
kọpẹ kùpà kìpà kéépà V&T-changes
kóhẹ kùhẹ kìhẹ kééhẹ *p > h
— — — — Post-front V h-del
yóhẹ yúhẹ — — Dahl’s law
họyẹ húyẹ — — Metathesis
ọyẹ úyẹ — — h-deletion
It should be pointed out here that it is unclear in Ekegusii, as it is in other Bantu languages, exactly how Dahl’s law developed historically. The process is uncommon enough that it certainly seems like a shared historical innovation in the Bantu languages which exhibit it. What seems less clear, however, is what form the process originally took. It is quite possible, for instance, that Dahl’s law originally involved only a single trigger and target (e.g., \(^k\) ... \(^k\)) and that as time went on this was generalized in different ways in the various daughter languages. In the case of Ekegusii it is possible that the voicing of \(^k\) before \(^k\) (and perhaps before \(^t\) and \(^c\), as well) happened before Post front V h-deletion (or even concurrently with it). Thus, the above scenario does not depend on every subpart of Dahl’s law applying after Post front V h-deletion, but only the process in which h (<*p) comes to act as a trigger.

Under the assumptions of the second and third analyses, the sounds undergoing metathesis are a root-initial \(\text{y}\) and an \(\text{h}\). Let us now attempt to combine the formulation of this process with the one taking place in a) where \(\text{y}\) is metathesized with \(\text{b}\) over an intervening vowel. The forms in (11a, c, d) could be accounted for by an SPE style rule such as the following:

\[(46) \ \ V \ \ y \ \ V \ {\beta, h} \rightarrow 1 \ 4 \ 3 \ 2 \]

Let us review the various parts of this rule. That metathesis only occurs when the first C is preceded by a vowel is demonstrated by the forms in ). That the first consonant is \(\text{y}\), and not (for example), any velar, can be seen by considering the following.

\[(47) \ \ \\text{rů-koõbů} \ \ \ \text{‘navel’} \ \ \ \ast\text{kůbů} \]
\[\text{é-ri-koõbé} \ \ \ \text{‘vegetable’} \ \ \ \ast\text{kûbí} \]

That the trigger cannot be any consonant, but rather must be either \(\beta\) or \(h\), can be seen by examining the following.

\[(48) \ \ \text{ó-ků-goõɛNdà} \ \ \text{‘go’} \ \ \ast\text{ɡɛNd} \]
\[\text{ó-ků-goõrã} \ \ \text{‘buy’} \ \ \ast\text{ɡûd} \]
\[\text{ó-mô-ɡã♥dô} \ \ \text{‘story’} \ \ \ast\text{ɡân} \]
\[\text{ó-bô-ɡîmā} \ \ \text{‘life’} \ \ \ast\text{ɡîmâ} \]
\[\text{ó-ků-gôrð} \ \ \text{‘foot, leg’} \ \ \ast\text{ɡûdû} \]
\[\text{á-má-ɡúťá} \ \ \text{‘oil’} \ \ \ast\text{ɡîtâ} \]
\[\text{ó-ků-gâcã} \ \ \text{‘keep’} \]
\[\text{ó-ků-gânyâ} \ \ \text{‘wait’} \]
\[\text{ó-ků-gòtôkâ} \ \ \text{‘be happy’} \]
\[\text{ó-ků-gósôryâ} \ \ \text{‘play’} \]

(For evidence that metathesis did not apply to all instances of \(^k\) changed to \(\text{y}\) by Dahl’s law, see (29).)

Characterizing \(\beta\) and \(h\) to the exclusion of the other consonants is not a trivial matter. What distinguishes \(\beta\) and \(h\) articulatorily from the other Ekegusii consonants is that no part of the tongue is used in their articulation. In terms of
boiling this down to SPE features, we could employ [coronal, -high]. We can therefore revise (46) into (49).

\[
\begin{align*}
V & \gamma V [-\text{cor}] \rightarrow 1 \ 4 \ 3 \ 2 \\
& \downarrow \\
1 & \ 2 \ 3 \ 4
\end{align*}
\]

In terms of more modern notions of feature geometry (Clements 1985, Clements 1989, Clements & Hume 1995), it seems difficult to characterize \(\beta\) and \(h\) as a natural class, as \(\beta\) involves the use of the LABIAL articulator, while \(h\) is characterized by the lack of any PLACE node. This, then, is perhaps a drawback of this analysis.

In a fourth possible analysis, the roundedness of the vowels preceding \(h\) in (11c-d) spread onto the \(h\), making it phonologically rounded, as illustrated in (50).\(^{14}\) In this case, roundedness would be executed by a LABIAL node, making \(\beta\) and \(h^w\) (\(\wedge\)) a natural class.

\[
\begin{align*}
V & \ h \\
& \downarrow \\
& \text{LAB}
\end{align*}
\]

Metathesis, then, could be said to operate on a \(\gamma\) and a following non-nasal consonant with a LABIAL node.\(^{15}\)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{LAB} & \\
V & \gamma V C \\
& \downarrow \\
1 & 2 \ 3 \ 4 \rightarrow 1 \ 4 \ 3 \ 2
\end{align*}
\]

Under this analysis, which posits an intermediate stage with two variants of \(h\) (determined by the roundness of the previous vowel), there would actually be no need for two \(h\)-deletion rules, something which had to be employed in the third analysis to explain why Dahl’s law was triggered in some \(kVh\) forms, but not others. In this fourth analysis we can assume that only obstruents with a PLACE node (i.e., labialized \(h\)’s, but not plain \(h\)’s) triggered Dahl’s law.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Dahl’s law} & \\
k & \rightarrow \gamma / _- V C \\
& \downarrow \\
& \text{PLACE}
\end{align*}
\]

This is illustrated below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(53)} & \\
*\text{kôpê} & *\text{kûpà} & *\text{kîpà} & *\text{kêêp-a} & \text{Proto-form} \\
\text{kôpê} & \text{kûpá} & \text{kîpà} & \text{kêêpà} & \text{V&T-changes} \\
\text{kôhê} & \text{kûhá} & \text{kîhà} & \text{kêêhà} & *p > h \\
\text{kôh^wê} & \text{kûh^wâ} & \text{---} & \text{---} & \text{h-labialization} \\
\text{yôh^wê} & \text{yûh^wâ} & \text{---} & \text{---} & \text{Dahl’s law}
\end{align*}
\]
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h"5γέ  h"úyá  —  —  Metathesis
5γέ  úyá  klà  këëà  h-deletion

I note here that the place of articulation requirement on the trigger in Dahl’s law is not unusual, as we noted earlier that Dahl’s law often has strict place requirements on the trigger and/or the target obstruents. It bears pointing out again here that Dahl’s law could have actually begun to operate prior to the *p > h and h-labialization rules. For instance, it is possible that prior to these two processes, Dahl’s law was in force, but, as in closely related Kikuria and Kikuyu, was triggered only by non-labials (i.e., *t, *c, and *k). This would explain why the k in the Ekegusii forms in (53) did not voice when Dahl’s law was originally introduced. Working under this assumption, I would claim that at some point after *p > h, Dahl’s law became synchronically one of k becoming voiced when followed by a voiceless C with a place node, accounting for the fact that the labialized h triggered the rule, but the plain h did not.

It seems, then, that the rule as formulated in (51) successfully accounts for three of the four cases of metathesis (11a,c,d). What of (11b) mà-r₃gòòbà ‘evening’ (< *gòdòbà)? In this case the non-metathesized alternate pronunciation is mà-gòròbà. As mentioned earlier what seems to distinguish this form from the ones in which no metathesis occurs in (15b), repeated below as (54) is that a labial follows in the word in the former, but not in the latter.

(54)  iyòrò  ‘yesterday’  *gòdò
  ó-kò-yòrò  ‘foot’  *gùdù
  ó-kò-yòrà  ‘buy’  *gùdà

One possibility here would be to formulate the metathesis rule such that a γ metathesizes with the following consonant, as long as there is a LABIAL under C-PLACE (cf. Clements 1989, Clements & Hume 1995) in the word, i.e., as long as there is a following consonant with a labial gesture, whether this gesture be the primary (i.e., β) or secondary (i.e., h") place of articulation. It would not be sufficient to include simply LABIAL, as the presence of a rounded vowel does not trigger the metathesis (cf. (54)). This is illustrated in (55).

(55)  DORS  C-LAB
      |    |
  V γ V C
  1 2 3 4 → 1 4 3 2

To account for the fact that metathesis occurred obligatorily in (11c-d), but optionally in (11a-b), we assume that the rule was originally triggered (obligatorily) only by a voiceless consonant.

(56)  DORS  C-LAB
      |    |
  V γ V C
  [-vd]
  1 2 3 4 → 1 4 3 2
For some dialects (including those spoken by my consultants) the [voicing] specification was lost as well as the requirement that the consonantal labiality be on the immediately following consonant.

6. Summary and conclusion

In this paper, I have presented synchronic data from Ekegusii which I have argued are best accounted for by positing a fairly recent diachronic process of metathesis which affected a velar and a following consonant. This is of comparative and theoretical interest, as metathesis is a fairly uncommon occurrence cross-linguistically in general and in Bantu in particular. The uncommonness is further compounded by the fact that the process is not a local one, but affects nonadjacent segments, and does not appear to be motivated by prosodic considerations (e.g., as a strategy for “repairing” ill-formed syllables created by some other process). In the course of formalizing this process, we examined the developments in *p and *k in the history of Ekegusii as well as the diachronic application of Dahl’s law. While it is well known that place of articulation often plays a role in determining which obstruents trigger and/or undergo this process, I have suggested that the presence of a secondary articulation may also play a role. In particular, in order to explain why Dahl’s law was triggered in certain reflexes of *kVp, but not others, I suggested that in the course of *p changing to h, rounding was maintained after rounded vowels, and only laryngeals with a secondary place node (LABIAL in this case) could act as triggers of Dahl’s law.

NOTES

* I would like to thank my language consultants, Robert Ndemon Achenchi, Pam Otwori Achenchi, and Jason Okindo from whom all the Ekegusii data was elicited. Additionally, in preparing this paper I benefitted from discussions with Derek Nurse, Thilo Schadeberg, Larry Hyman, Aaron Broadwell, and John Justeson. Any errors or inconsistencies are entirely my own.

1 As is the case in all Bantu languages, Ekegusii nouns are divides into various classes, which are often comprised of a singular and plural pair. The morphological marker of the class is prefixed onto the root. Ekegusii is part of the group of Bantu languages which also have a ‘prefixed’ or ‘initial vowel’. Thus the complete morphological structure of the words to be presented is: Prefix-Class Prefix-Root. In the interest of space, the numerical designation of the class marker will be omitted (as they have no bearing on the analysis presented), but hyphens will consistently be used to indicate these morpheme boundaries. (In the case of the noun in (6b), the -o is a deverb nominalizing suffix.)

2 All Proto Bantu forms and sounds given in this paper are taken from among the starred “comparative” forms in Guthrie 1976-71.
3 Derek Nurse (p.c.) informs me that the Gusii speaker he is currently working with also uses ò-kò-βàɣà and mà-ròɣòβà (the metathesized forms), but has heard ò-kò-ɣàβà and mà-ɣòròβà (the unmetathesized forms) used. For (11c-d) only é-ki-ɣé and ri-úɣá are possible.

4 All forms from other languages are taken from Guthrie 1967-70 unless otherwise noted.

5 In Kikuria, a very closely related language, the verb ‘build’ has two possible pronunciations: gahaacha and -hagaacha (Muniko et al. 1996). It is not entirely clear whether these represent differing dialects of Kikuria, or whether they might be in free variation for some speakers. The Ekegusii infinitival form for this word is oko-agacha. It seems quite possible based on these forms that the proto form for ‘build’ for Proto-Ekegusii/ Kikuria might be *kapaac. If so, then this form would be an additional example of the type of metathesis witnessed in forms (11c-d). Why it is that this form would have a variable pronunciation in Kikuria in contrast to the cognates for (11c-d) which do not remains a mystery.

6 I simply note here, but do not have an explanation for the apparent metathesizing of the two vowels in ‘blind person’. I.e. from *pòkù we would expect the reflex to be ̀kù not úkù.

7 Interestingly, this change from *mp to ny (before i) does not appear to occur in any of the closely related languages. E.g., in Logoori the reflex of *ny-pìgù ‘kidney’ is empìgo. A different possibility for explaining the forms in (21b) would be to assume that these stems were originally in some other noun class of the shape CV. The *p would eventually delete, leaving vowel-initial stems. If these stems subsequently found their way into class 9, where the subject marker is a palatal nasal, the current synchronic forms would be explained straightforwardly. In the case of *pìmbò ‘stick’, this scenario seems possible as some related languages (e.g. Nyooro, Nyankore) have this stem in class 11/10. After the class 11 marker ro- (<*du) the reflex would be ímbɔ, which might then eventually replace the root in the class 10 form. Unfortunately, this scenario seems less likely for *pìgh ‘kidney’ which seems to always occur in 9/10 in closely related languages.

8 It should be noted that the process in (23) in all likelihood affected some subsequent development of *p, e.g. φ or h. These intermediate changes are discussed further below in the text.

9 Disregarding complications that arise if *p is found after a nasal or *j, it becomes y before i, and w elsewhere. (When not morpheme peripheral, *p becomes s before *j (Hyman p.c.).)

10 Perhaps Dahl’s law would simply not apply here to create a voiced laryngeal of which there is no language internal or comparative evidence. This does not seem to be at all crucial as the next rule eliminates the laryngeal altogether.
Additionally, no heteromorphemic *k...p sequences undergo metathesis (something which would have given rise to synchronic alternations). E.g. ó-kô-ár-á 'to scratch' (< ú-ku-pând-a), ó-gô-ét-á 'to pass' (< ú-ku-pít-a).

This is also true in Kikuria.

Another variation of the development in (45) would be that *p > φ, after which φ deletes only after front V's. Dahl's law would then be triggered by φ Subsequently φ > h, followed by metathesis and h-deletion.

Thilo Schadeberg has suggested to me that rather than positing a rule which changes all *p's to h, followed by a rounding process, one could alternatively assume that when *p (or φ) became a laryngeal it simply retained its labialness (manifested as rounding) after rounded vowels and immediately or subsequently lost it after unrounded vowels. In either case what is crucial for my argument is that a distinction arose between a labialized and nonlabialized h.

One issue which arises here is the phonological structure of NC sequences. No metathesis occurs between a velar and a following prenasalized labial. E.g., ó-mò-gàambí 'leader', é-gàambò 'conversation'. If NC is represented as two segments, then the rule in (51) will suffice. If NC is represented as a single complex segment, then further specification of the trigger C in (51) will be necessary (e.g. that it is [+continuant] or [-nasal]).

One process (both diachronically and synchronically) within Bantu dubbed "imbrication" (Bastin 1983) is often analyzed as a kind of metathesis, but in that case the metathesizing elements are strictly adjacent. E.g., Ekegusii /tu-a-kaberek-an-ire/ 'we just carried each other' → twakaberekaine, where the final $V_1C_1$-$V_2C_2V_3$ becomes $V_1V_2C_1V_3$, the $C_1$ and $V_2$ having been permuted.
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